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OUR PRODUCT LINES

ENAMELS

FuseMaster EZ Fire Enamels

are an excellent way to create

beautiful glass artwork.

Whether you are painting or

silk-screening, these enamels

provide vivid, saturated colors

that work very well in your

kiln. No venting is needed to

achieve these rich colors, even

at full fusing temperatures.

PRECUT GLASS KITS

Coachella Glassworks offers

pre-cut, multi-layered glass

kits for your painted glass

projects

 

We sell complete projects in a

variety of sizes ranging from

4"x6" up to 10"x13.5" (both 7-

layer and 9-layer projects are

available). 

TOOLS & SUPPLIES

We offer tools for glass artists

who are painting with enamel

- these are perfect for

Creating Dimension projects

Tools are sold individually and

as a kit. View the List of Tools

in the Hand Tool Kit.

DAMS

Our Kiln Dam Half-Sets allow

you to mix and match sizes,

based on the size of your kiln

and kiln shelf.

Half-set dams include two parts:

ultra-smooth ceramic dams plus

a second layer of heavier brick

for weight and temperature

control. These parts can also be

purchased separately

 

DISPLAY STANDS

Coachella Glassworks offers

two styles of display stands, in

a variety of sizes. These

beautiful stands will enhance

your artwork and allow you to

sell your art at a higher price

point. There is no better way

to professionally display your

artwork!

VIDEO COURSES

The Creating Dimension series

is an in-depth comprehensive

master course containing 30

hours of Content, Extensive

Handouts, Firing Schedules, &

a Materials List for every

demo/project.

Courses:

CoachellaGlassworksEdu.com

COACHELLA GLASSWORKS

Creating glasswork is fun and exciting. Here at Coachella

Glassworks, we want to help you explore your creative spirit

in glass arts. We provides enamels, glass, dams, tools &

supplies, and display stands. All products can be found at

CoachellaGlassworks.com. 

For questions or help, please contact us:

Info@CoachellaGlassworks.com
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https://coachellaglassworks.com/products/kit-3-hand-tools
https://coachellaglassworksedu.com/


ENAMELS

STARTER KIT A

Starter Kit A contains 8 oz of

enamel in 7 colors, plus 8oz

FuseMaster Silk Screen

Medium

#308 - Opaque White - 2 oz

#301 - Sun Yellow - 1 oz

#305 - Red - 1 oz

#310 - Black - 1 oz

#311 - Grass Green - 1 oz

#316 - Blue - 1 oz

#326 - Chocolate - 1 oz

FuseMaster Silk Screen Medium - 8 oz

STARTER KIT B

Starter Kit B gives you 9 oz. of

enamel in 8 different colors.

#308 - Opaque White - 2 oz

#312 - Chrome Green - 1 oz

#314 - Turquoise- 1 oz

#318 - Grey  - 1 oz

#321 - Real Teal- 1 oz

#327 - Ultra Violet- 1 oz

#328 - Citrus- 1 oz

#350 - Clear (used for mixing) - 1 oz

FUSEMASTER EZ FIRE ENAMELS & MEDIUM

Enamels are always 10%

BELOW List Price

Starter Kits are an Additional

5% OFF (15% Total Savings)

Silk Screen Medium is always

20% OFF List Price

All individual enamel colors are

sold in 1 oz bags.
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FuseMaster EZ Fire Enamels are an excellent way to create

beautiful glass artwork. Whether you are painting or silk-

screening, these enamels provide vivid, saturated colors that

work very well in your kiln. No venting is needed to achieve

these rich colors, even at full fusing temperatures.



PRE-CUT EXTRA

GLASS LAYERS

PRECUT GLASS

Need extra layers for your

projects?  Use these extra

layers to increase the depth of

your pre-cut glass projects, or

as spares. Extra layers come in

the same project sizes as our

Pre-cut Glass Projects.

Pre-cut projects are created

using Oceanside COE 96

crystal clear glass.

PRECUT LAYERED

GLASS KITS

Coachella Glassworks now

sells pre-cut layered glass kits

for multi-layered projects.

These are a great convenience

for getting started quickly, or if

you don't live close to a glass

store and want to avoid

shipping larger sheets.

Pre-cut projects are created

using Oceanside COE 96

glass.

PRECUT LAYERED GLASS KITS & ACCESSORIES

Coachella Glassworks sells pre-cut, multi-layered glass for

your layered glass projects. We sell complete projects in a

variety of sizes ranging from 4"x6" up to 10"x13.5" (both 7-

layer and 9-layer projects are available). 
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CRYSTAL GLASS CLEAR

POWDER (8.5 OZ.)

Used primarily for bubble

control, our 8.5-oz jars of

crystal clear COE 96 powder

go along with our Pre-Cut

Layered Glass Kits.  

https://coachellaglassworks.com/products/pre-cut-layered-glass-projects


TOOLS & SUPPLIES

TOOLS BUNDLE KIT
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SCRIPT LINER BRUSHES

TEXTURE BRUSHES PALATTE KNIFE

UTILITY KNIFE CRAFT KNIFE NEEDLE TOOL BENT TIP TWEEZERS

WIPE-OUT TOOL DIGITAL SCALE FOG POWDER

SILK SCREEN MEDIUM

POWDER SHAKER POUNCERS WHITE PLASTIC JARS SQUEEZE BOTTLE



ROUGH FIRE BRICK

DAMS
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These rough dams are cut from

kiln-ready firebrick, and are

designed as the 2nd layer of dams

(they sit behind our ultra-smooth

dams). To buy our smooth dams

and rough brick dams as a set,

check out our kiln dam half-sets.

KILN DAM HALF-SETS

Half-sets allow you to mix and match

sizes, based on the size of your kiln and

kiln shelf. Each half-set contains 2

pieces of smooth ceramic, with pieces of

larger, heavier firebrick that sit behind

them. So when you order two half-sets,

you'll have 4 pieces of smooth ceramic,

along with the heavier firebrick to put

behind it.

 Half-set dams include two parts: ultra-smooth ceramic

dams plus a second layer of heavier brick for weight and

temperature control. These parts can be purchased

separately. Check our website for more info on sizing

dams. Available sizes include: 7", 9", 10", 12", 15", 18",

21", & 24".

ULTRA SMOOTH DAMS

A set of very smooth dams is

essential for minimizing cold

work when firing thick glass.  

Our ultra-smooth dams are cut

from polished ceramic - and

will provide an excellent "edge"

on your work.

KILN DAM HALF-SETS

REPLACEMENT

PIECES

https://coachellaglassworks.com/collections/half-set-kiln-dams


DISPLAY STANDS

GALLERY DISPLAY STANDS

Coachella Glassworks offers two styles of display stands, in a

variety of sizes. These beautiful stands will enhance your

artwork and allow you to sell your art at a higher price point.

There is no better way to professionally display your artwork!
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8" GALLERY STAND

10" GALLERY STAND

13.5" GALLERY STAND

22" GALLERY STAND

10" WRAP AROUND

STAND

13.5" WRAP AROUND

STAND

22" WRAP AROUND

STAND



VIDEO COURSES

COACHELLA GLASSWORKS VIDEOS

Coachella Glassworks Educational videos provide

rich online content that takes you to the next level in

your artist journey. These courses provide the

knowledge and training that will improve your skills

and help you create and sell beautiful glass art.
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After developing my Coachella Glassworks Video Series, I found that  purchasing
the materials you need was not an easy task. So I’ve created Coachella Glassworks
– an online company that supplies not only the in-depth instruction, but also the
enamels, tools, and essential items needed by glass painters.

It is my hope that you are as captivated by these painting techniques as I am, and

that you find ways to incorporate enamels into your own work.

Thank you so much for being a valuable customer and supporter of Coachella

Glassworks. We value your patronage.

Paul Messink

THANK YOU
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